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Clubhouse, RAE &          Jo Boes            ZS5JO  031 705-3591 
LION Liaison                  
PR& Bulletins          Rudi Smook           ZS5RS             031-702-4841 
  
Youth & Technical         Sheldon Brown         ZR5SDB 082 887 4323 
 
Awards Manager   Committee  
 
 
Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 

 
 
Hamnet, Rallys  Dave Holliday         ZS5HN                    031 904-2038     
& Special events 
 
HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof  145.625Mhz   (Rptr Tx) & 145.025MHz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CCTS access tone(Dual Squelch). 
  ZS5LEE VHF Beacon – 144.420Mhz FM 
 
NATURN UHF        Kloof  Ch 1       434.650Mhz(Rptr TX) & 433.050Mhz (Rptr Rx) 

Ridge Road     Ch 3                439.025Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 431.425MHz (Rptr Rx)     
                   Winston Park Test  Ch 5                439.075Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 431.475 (Rptr Rx)-Recovered 
   
 
Packet BBS  and Digipeater  Frequency: 144.625Mhz BBS: ZS0WTE, Digipeater: ZS0KLO-1 
APRS Digipeater Frequency: 144.800Mhz  ZS0GIL, 144.800Mhz ZS0DBN 
 
BITS AND BOBS 
 

1. HARC Banking Details: Payments  can be made directly to the Clubs Standard Bank cheque account  # 250335824 code # 
04562641, a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to the Treasurer P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620 or scanned / 
info emailed to treasurer@harc.org.za  Direct payments to the Treasurer, cheques may be sent to P.O. Box 779 New 
Germany 3620.  

2. The Fine Business map now heading the Hotline was kindly and expertly constructed by our own Brad ZS5Z, now up to 
date, and Brad says that future changes will be inserted 

3. OM Phil ZS5RJ has unfortunately stood down from Awards Manager portfolio for the club, OM Phil will continue 
assisting with award ‘background’ certificate manufacturing etc. Many thanks to Phil for his years of sterling work in the 
management of this portfolio.  

4. Please note that displayed adverts in this newsletter will cost R60/annum from July 2008, payable annually.  
5. Please note that 2008/9 club subscription will be around R120/annum, and Hotline Posted Version Levy of R75/annum 

(payable in advance of the July edition and the AGM is on the 19th August 2008)  
6. APRS NEWS: As from the 6/5/2008, OM Shaun ZR5S announced the news that the DBN Digipeater is back in place, 

many thanks to Shaun ZR5S, Shaun ZR5X and Mike ZR5ML for all their hard work. All APRS’ers to please resurrect your 
APRS kit and let’s see you all on the map. 

 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
BULLETIN PRESENTERS 
 
  June 2008    July 2008 
 
 
1st        Phil        ZS5RJ     031-2028807    6th    Phil        ZS5RJ     031-2028807          
 
 8th      Gary     ZS5NK   031-7010109    13th     Gary     ZS5NK   031-7010109             
         
 15th      Jo        ZS5JO       031-7053591      20th      Jo        ZS5JO       031-7053591      
           
22rd     Tony ZS5ACB      031-7082626            27th       Brian ZS5BBR   082 823-6780      

 
29th     Brian    ZS5BBR       082 823-6780        
 
   
           The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be 
available to read! 

----------------------------------0000000000000000000000------------------------------- 
 



 
 

BIRTHDAY BOOK – June  2008 
 
02-Jun Peter Von Puttkammer ZS5AM   
02-Jun Tarryn Holliday ZR5TA Daughter of   Cheryl & Dave ZS5HN 
03-Jun Andrew Trezona Son of Carolyn &  Dave ZS4DT 
05-Jun June Worthington Spouse of  Ray  ZS5BM 
17-Jun Mick Brown M3WGM   
17-Jun Gunther Kanz ZS5GUN   
19-Jun Graham Perryman    
19-Jun Joan Wheeler Mother of  Garth ZS5GMW 
26-Jun Edwin Musto ZS5BBO, Spouse of Janet ZS5JAN  
30-Jun Barbara Potgieter Spouse of  Gary  ZS5NK 
   
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a very HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY 
 
HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, thanks-
Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 
 
FOR YOUR DIARY -- June 2008 
All times quoted in SAST 
1 VHF/UHF Sprint 
5 World Environmental Day 
7 IARU R1 CW Field Day 
10 HARC Committee Meeting Clubhouse 19h30, IARU R1 CW Field Day 
16 Youth Day;Closing date VHF/UHF Sprint 
17 HARC Club Monthly Meeting-Clubhouse 19h00 for 19h30 
18 SARL 160 m QSO Party 
19  SARL 160 m QSO Party 
20 Inland Schoolsclose; SARL 160 m QSO Party  
21 Winter Solstice;SARL 160 m QSOParty; All Asian CW 
22 SARL 160 m QSOParty QSO Party;All Asian CW 
26 HARC Open Day/Swap Shop 
27 Coastal schools close; Ham Radio, Friedrichshafen 
28 ARRL Field Day; Ham Radio,Friedrichshafen 
29 SARL Digital; ARRL Field Day; Ham Radio, Friedrichshafen 
30 Closing date IARU R1 CW Field Day 
 
Chirpers Column:    
Chirpers Column written 10th April 2008 and amended. 
 
I am writing this from Cara’s summer house (called a bach and pronounced Batch) in Hahei. Hahei is on the East coast of the 
Coromandel Peninsula on the North East of North Island. It is such a beautiful day and we have just come back from a walk on the 
beach and through the neighbourhood. There are many public walkways of green grass along streams and rivers and through open 
grassland. Kelly our Labrador just loves this part of the world. 
The reason that I am here is that I get my two days off from work on Wednesdays and Thursdays and it is such a nice break to get 
here and spend the time at the beach. I decided to set up my IC706 MKIIG as a portable station. As I had not sussed out the property 
for antenna layout, I decided to use my Hustler whip antenna and attach it on to the tow-hitch of my car. My old story – less time 
wasted on putting up an antenna means more time operating! As usual, I had made a list of all that I require both for me, Kelly and 
my radio operating. I had checked the list, but had not checked the RG58 cable that I had in a sealed bag. I had sealed the bag in 
Pinetown but had not bothered to check whether there was a PL239 on BOTH ends…….  Yeah, you guessed it, only a PL259 on one 
end. This cable was nice and long and I was going to park the car in the centre of the front garden away from the trees.  Luckily I had 
brought a second spare cable, but it was much shorter, and so I had to compromise and park the car along the side of the house and 
next to some trees. I had taken along my ICOM AT180 tuner just in case, but on setting the rig and antenna up, I found it to have a 
1:1 SWR on 7020. I set up the rigs output at 60 watts and gave a call. It was about 2 pm or so and Anne was just starting to make 
some lunch. A nice pot of Ceylon tea, bacon and eggs….. 
After a few CQ calls I got my first reply. It was ZL1VS OM Bill from Waikanae which is about 500 kms away and we exchanged 
599 reports. Now this was an interesting person to have as my first /P ragchew.  Reason being, is that when I first came to New 
Zealand with my permanent residence visa, I set up my station with the call sign ZL/ZS5IAN. OM Bill (who is 83 years young) was 
my first contact! He sent me a QSL card, and he is a Fists member. He sends very nice CW. So he was my fist contact with my /P 
call sign too. Now during this ragchew a strange thing happened. Don’t forget that Anne was grilling the bacon and during the 
ragchew, not one, but two smoke alarms went off in the bach!  Luckily I had earphones on but the siren is a real loud screech, 
especially when two of them are going off simultaneously!  I had to give a quick “AS” to Bill as I ran around finding these things and 
then disconnecting the 9 volt batteries. I must look for the instruction books for them, as they have been set far too sensitive.  Bill 
must have thought that I was a real LID!  Anyway back to the paddle and Bill was still there. Soon after I had to cut the QSO as 
lunch was ready and I still had to fry the eggs. 
Later on, about one hour before sundown, I decided to give another call on 40 meters. This time an Italian station replied and we 
exchanged pleasantries and 559 each way. Straight away, I had a host of Italian stations calling me. I moved down the band a bit 
(was looking for ragchew and not 599 via the buro), and called CQ again and got a Czechoslovakian station and also got 559 both 



ways. Bear in mind that I was putting out 60 watts and the Hustler was hemmed in by the house and a few trees. Next was a DK3 
station and Dieter from Hannover was putting out 1 kW of power .  Even so, we both gave 599’s and we did have a bit of a ragchew.  
In fact we met up later on that evening on a different frequency.  Each of those European contacts were about 18,000 kms away. 
I was so pleasantly surprised with this portable set up, that, this morning I decided to give it a go on 80 meters. I changed the Hustler 
whips but the SWR was far too high. Maybe it was the proximity to the house and the trees, but I did not have an analyser handy to 
do the adjustments, so took out the AT180 to do the compensation for me. I tried calling for about 5 minutes but got no response. I 
will need to check out that 80 meter whip when I get back home to Hikuai. Thank goodness for the MFJ antenna analyser! 
After our walk this morning, I had a good look at the layout of the trees in the garden.  I have decided on a length of 26,5 meters for 
my long wire. There is a lovely tall Feijoa tree near the front gate and another tall tree in the back garden which looks like a member 
of the Bottlebrush family. Incidentally the Feijoa tree drops the most beautiful fruit. The fruit is a bit slimmer than a hen’s egg in 
size, and the inside of the fruit is green. I can’t describe the taste other than to say it is really nice! I had ordered via the Dick Smith 
website 100 meters of insulated wire from Auckland which arrived yesterday. There was a $6 courier charge, but that is nothing 
compared to having to pay for diesel and for me to spend 4 hours on the road. I love shopping by electronic mail – you really do 
appreciate it when you live out in the sticks. My daughter uses it a lot as she always seems to have large parcels in the post-box at the 
end of our driveway. (I also think that she loves bidding on TradeMe which is the New Zealand version of eBay…….)  I digress.  I 
have now sussed out where I will put my long wire even though it will droop very close to the metal roof of the house.  So hopefully 
next week if the weather plays it’s part, I will be able to put up a decent long wire and be able to tune it via my K2’s ATU or else my 
IC703 with a balun.  It is a real pain not been able to unpack all my furniture and goodies, as I would dearly love to operate QRP with 
my Buddipole on the edge of the Pacific Ocean.  It would also be fun to see what the difference in signal reports would be with the 
Buddipole operating from our bach which I guess is about 150 meters from the edge of the sea, as opposed to operating it on a tripod 
standing in the water.  Lots of things for me to experiment with in the future!  As I write this, I am wondering whether the soil that 
we have at the house will give a decent earth for the long wire. I must find these things out. 
So, based on the above, I would like to challenge you to get your rigs outdoors and to put up a simple antenna, and to be active and 
CALL CQ with a /P call sign. You folk in South Africa have the ideal weather conditions in your winter to sit outside and operate.  I 
would love to hear of HARC getting some of its more experienced members and some of the new “graduates” and set up the HARC 
IC706 MKIIG out at Midmar Dam.  ZS5HAM/P. There could be a good learning experience in setting up an inverted V or a G5RV.  
A few tents and maybe a caravan would make for a fun weekend. You don’t have to wait for a field day. Try and get a CW operator 
as well as a SSB operator to come along.  You could even stretch the IC706 to work AM for the Antique Wireless Association’s 
Saturday morning AM net.  I get lots of emails from stations in South Africa saying the bands are dead, but, maybe you could set up 
a few skeds with some folk so that you are sure of some contacts.  Maybe even explore the digital modes of PSK31 and set up a sked 
with Clive ZS6AVP. Really the bounds are limitless once you get some folk together to organise such a fun trip.   
17th April 2008. I have just got back from two days at the bach and despite the rain all day yesterday I did manage to get 26,5 meters 
of insulated wire up in the air. Well not quite, as no matter what way I put up the wire, it ended up lying on the metal roof of the 
house. I did not have any radio equipment with me to test it out, but decided that it could not radiate too well lying on the roof.  
Eventually I just backed up the end tied to the tree and let the rest of the wire (about 7 meters of it) rest on the ground until I can find 
a better way. I went for the 26,5 meter length as that length should also do for 160 meters which I am getting more interested in. So 
when I get to the bach next week I will try it out with the 703 @ 5 watts using my 4:1 balun. If the weather is fine, then I will be able 
to sit outdoors and “use” the extra 7 meters as part of the antenna. What I mean is stretch it quite taught so that it is at an angle to the 
horizontal part of the antenna.  I am not sure what would be the result should I operate from indoors and have 7 meters lying on the 
floor of the house. We will just have to see what works and does not work. I guess that is the enjoyment of experimentation. 
I have now perfected the way of getting a thin rope up into a tree.  I place a smooth round stone about half the size of a fist inside a 
plastic bag. (I use an old sliced bread bag.) I then tie some thin polypropylene rope on to the bread bag. Laying the rope in large 
loops in front of me so as not to allow any knots to form, I swing the stone up into the tree. I have found that about 200 mm of rope 
between my hand and the stone bag is sufficient. Using an underarm swing throw I can get the rope pretty well where I want it to be.  
I have also discovered that it is easier to get the weight of the stone to fall through a tree such as an avocado tree rather than a pine 
tree due to the lesser qrn caused by all those extra branches in a denser tree.  A word of warning….. if you wear glasses that you keep 
tied around your neck, keep them out of the way. I have twice launched the stone into the air and had the rope catch the “string” of 
my glasses. Two things can happen- your glasses break, or the stone returns to ground earlier than anticipated. The latter option could 
be painful. 
Thinking out aloud….  I wonder what happens to the radiating pattern on a long wire when you start tying knots around the 
insulators?  What happens to the radiating pattern when you have 7 meters of the start of your antenna laying on the ground? I don’t 
think that I have ever seen a close up picture of the insulators on a long wire.  If you are told that the antenna should be xyz meters 
long, is that before you start tying knots in the end of the wire around the final insulator?  What about the insulator at the other end of 
the wire? I have just tied it with a reef knot (I am using insulated wire) – does that clump of copper in the knot, and the length of 
insulated copper tied around the insulator become part of the radiating pattern of the antenna? So many questions and right now, I 
don’t have answers. I need a Alvin ZS5AES and his technical evening to get some quick answers!  But then again, I have just 
remembered that the long wire that I use from the caravan has got a few knots in it around both insulators and I can work the world 
with it on 40 meters……..   but it would be interesting to know how it affects the received signal – knots vs. no knots! 
24th April. Due to going to Hamilton to get Anne a second hand car yesterday, I have not been able to get any tests done with qrp at 
the bach so apologies for that. I will report back next month. In my caravan shack at Hikuai on 30 meters  using 50 watts, I was able 
to get a 599 with a station in Hawaii.  On 40 meters I worked a station in VK2 who sent really beautiful CW last night. Turns out he 
was born in 1917. That makes him a respectable age! We ragchewed at about 18 wpm.  I do hope that if I ever get anywhere near that 
age, that I will have all my faculties so that I can read and send well spaced CW.  
1st May. I am writing this from the bach at Hahei. I was pleased to see that when we arrived that my long wire was still up in the air 
and not lying on the ground.  I had bought a 2 meter earthing pole and proceeded to hammer it into the sandy soil. The rod went in 
easily as the ground was very wet due to lots of rain over the previous few days. My guess is that the nearness to the sea will mean 
that the earth has a fair amount of salinity and will therefore be a good earth.  I set up the IC703 at 5 watts output and using my 
homebrew 4:1 balun (courtesy of Raymond G4NJW) connected it all up. Conditions were not good but I could hear K5FY very weak 
on 40 meters but he did not hear me. Similarly WA5VSK was also quite weak and could not hear me. I was starting to have doubts 
about my antenna, until I reminded myself that I was using QRP and conditions were not good. I moved to 30 meters and gave a call 
and immediately I got a reply from VK2EL who gave me a report of 549 which I was pleased about. I then moved to 80 meters and 
gave a call and within a few calls got ZL1BVB a well known Auckland CW ragchewer. We chatted for nearly an hour before a bit of 
QSB came in and spoiled the fun. (Incidentally, ZL1BVB was known to me as a real chirper as his Kenwood TS140S used to have a 



terrible chirp. He has since got himself a Yaesu and it is a real pleasure to read his CW. He tells me that he has got the Kenwood 
repaired and he still uses it for DX.  
 I got the IC703 to tune the full band on the long wire / balun combination to 1 : 1 in most bands and 1,5:1 on 160 meters. Next week 
we will not be coming to Hahei so it will be another few weeks before I can do more experimentation.  
 Maybe I am talking too soon, but my gut feeling is that we folk that are fairly new to amateur radio have been falsely brainwashed 
into thinking that we must have 100 watts minimum as well as a rotated directional antenna if we want to work DX. I guess we have 
brainwashed ourselves into believing this. Certainly at my caravan shack in Hikuai, my long wire and 50 watts has done wonders for 
me. Hopefully over the next few months I will be able to report back that 5 watts and a long wire will also do it for me! 
As you know my shack at Hikuai is a temporary one in a caravan and has a fold out table. I sit on a bunk bed. Well the one that I am 
using here in Hahei is even more Heath Robinson.  I have my radio, laptop logbook and power supply lying on a double bed with me 
sitting on a fold up wooden chair. All the wrong height. I have my Palm mini paddle mounted with it’s base magnets on top of the 
IC703. Not the most comfortable position with which to operate. But to top it all my reading glasses frame snapped on me and the 
lens came out. Well they were very old reading glasses but I had not brought my spare pair. Fine business when I can read the CW in 
my head, but when you want to make notes for replying, it makes it very difficult to read them back so as to action them…..  Ahh the 
fun of growing old! 
I noticed that when my laptop was receiving power from the mains, that the S level on my IC703 would go up to S7, and when 
unplugged it went down to zero. To clarify what I mean – the power supply remained plugged into the mains all the time – I just 
unplugged it from the computer. Plugging it in, the S meter level took about 3 seconds to jump from zero to 7. Unplugging it, it 
would immediately drop to zero. Maybe one of you computer boffins can explain that. 
Until next month, I will say 73. Ian de ZL2AIM  

-----ooooOOOoooo---- 
 
CRITERIA FOR HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB AWARDS 

(as amended and approved  April 2004) 
 
Once a year the club awards its members for achievements categorised below.  Should you, as a member feel that you fulfill any of 
the criteria or you feel that a fellow member may be worthy of such an award please submit a motivation in writing  (by email or 
snail mail)  to reach the committee not later than Monday the 30th June 2008  to enable the committee to carry out  final adjudication 
on the 8th July.  The awards will be presented at the AGM in August 2008.  Lets have lots of entries this year. 
 
HON, LIFE MEMBERSHIP 

 This may be granted to any member of the club who currently holds a radio amateurs license for an unbroken period of 20 
years, a member of the SARL and the Highway Amateur Radio Club (previously the Highway Branch of the SARL) for an 
unbroken period of more than 5 years and who in the opinion of the Committee of the Highway Club has given long and 
meritorious service to the club, either directly or indirectly. Such membership shall be free from annual subscription. Hon. Life 
Members shall have the same rights and privileges as an ordinary member. A candidate for the award can be nominated by two 
long standing members of the club and unanimously ratified by the entire committee, or nominated by the committee and 
approved by their unanimous vote.  No more than 5 members of the club shall hold membership at any one time. 

 
DX/SSB 
1. Display a decided interest in DX communications 
2. Have made contact with at least 100 DX stations in the past 12 months 
3. Submit personally certified log sheet with full particulars of contacts. 
4. Have worked at least 20 individual countries in the past 12 months 
5. Have confirmed first, second or third placing in a local or international HF/DX SSB contests 
 
DX/CW 
1. Show a keen interest in CW communications. 
2. Have made contact with 50 or more DX stations in the past 12 months. 
3. Submit personally certified log sheet with full particulars of contacts 
4. Have worked at least 10 individual countries in the past 12 months 
5. Have confirmed first, second or third placing in a local or international HF/DX CW contests 
 
SATELLITE 
1. Have made contact with at least 50 stations in the past 12 months 
2 Submit a personally certified log sheet with full particulars of the contacts. 
3 Have made contact with a Space Station or manned space shuttle  in the last 12 months 
 
VHF/UHF 
1. Assisting with repeater repairs and installations. 
2. Direction Finding local interference on repeater frequencies 
3. Detecting strange phenomena such as DX openings and determining possible reasons therefore. 
4. Using the laid down protocol and direction finding of the source of pirate communications 
        and reporting to a  committee member for further action. 
5. A first, second or third placing in a VHF/UHF contest 
 
CONSTRUCTORS. 
This trophy is for the purpose of encouraging the building of amateur related projects 
1. The project may be built from prepared kits but consideration will preferably be  given non kit projects. 
2      Building antennae and tuning them to the required frequencies  
3, Circuit diagrams/technical drawings and documentation prepared by the constructor must be submitted  
        with the project and must be demonstrated the club meeting. 



4. The project must have been completed in the past 12 months. 
 
HAM SPIRIT 
This award will be made by the Club Committee to a Highway Club member  based on his/her performance toward radio amateurs, 
attitude toward the club and Ham Radio as a whole. Recommendations may be made by fellow radio amateurs 
 
PLUS: New trophy last year: The Young Operator of the Year Trophy presented by Mick Brown 
M3WGM 
 
CERTIFICATES 
Various certificates will be awarded for achievements as decided by the committee 
The Awards Manager in consultation with the committee to decide on certificates  
 
Members who received trophies at the last AGM, and later on, must please return them at our next 
meeting  
--------------------------------------------------------------oooooooOOOOOOOOOOooooooo-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
More How Stuff Works (From the Internet-Ed) 
 
How does a fiber optic cable work? 
 
Continued- 

 
Laser Light 

Laser light is very different from normal light. Laser light has the following properties:  
• The light released is monochromatic. It contains one specific wavelength of light (one specific color). The 

wavelength of light is determined by the amount of energy released when the electron drops to a lower orbit.  
• The light released is coherent. It is “organized” -- each photon moves in step with the others. This means that 

all of the photons have wave fronts that launch in unison.  
• The light is very directional. A laser light has a very tight beam and is very strong and concentrated. A 

flashlight, on the other hand, releases light in many directions, and the light is very weak and diffuse.  

To make these three properties occur takes something called stimulated emission. This does not occur in your ordinary flashlight -- 
in a flashlight, all of the atoms release their photons randomly. In stimulated emission, photon emission is organized.  

The photon that any atom releases has a certain wavelength that is dependent on the energy difference between the excited state and 
the ground state. If this photon (possessing a certain energy and phase) should encounter another atom that has an electron in the 
same excited state, stimulated emission can occur. The first photon can stimulate or induce atomic emission such that the subsequent 
emitted photon (from the second atom) vibrates with the same frequency and direction as the incoming photon.  

The other key to a laser is a pair of mirrors, one at each end of the lasing medium. Photons, with a very specific wavelength and 
phase, reflect off the mirrors to travel back and forth through the lasing medium. In the process, they stimulate other electrons to 
make the downward energy jump and can cause the emission of more photons of the same wavelength and phase. A cascade effect 
occurs, and soon we have propagated many, many photons of the same wavelength and phase. The mirror at one end of the laser is 
"half-silvered," meaning it reflects some light and lets some light through. The light that makes it through is the laser light.  

You can see all of these components in the figures on the following page, which illustrate how a simple ruby laser works.  

Ruby Lasers 

A ruby laser consists of a flash tube (like you would have on a camera), a ruby rod and two mirrors (one half-silvered). The ruby rod 
is the lasing medium and the flash tube pumps it. 



 

1. The laser in its non-lasing state 

 

2. The flash tube fires and injects light into the ruby rod. The light excites atoms in the ruby. 

 

3. Some of these atoms emit photons. 



 

4. Some of these photons run in a direction parallel to the ruby's axis, so they bounce back and forth off the 
mirrors. As they pass through the crystal, they stimulate emission in other atoms.  

 

5. Monochromatic, single-phase, columnated light leaves the ruby through the half-silvered mirror -- laser light! 

To be continued-Ed 

ADVERT 
TONY MAYALL (ZS5GR) 

 
Specialising in placing home/office video footage onto DVD, also specialising in the video capturing of Corporate 
Events, such as Seminars, Lectures,  Talks, Discussions, and thereafter producing DVDs of these events, for 
distribution/archiving. Email: tony.m@telkomsa.net  Tel: 031-7083078  Cell: 073 3564758 
 
ADVERT 

TRENT SAUNDERS(ZS5TC) 
 

Specialising in wedding photography, but also  Corporate functions,  family portraiture,  etc, see 
www.trentsaunders.co.za Email: trents@saol.com Cell: 083 3109763 

ADVERT 
IAN HUNTER (ZS5IH) 

 
Your favourite music transferred from your records or cassettes tapes to CDs with digital sound (Lps cleaned and tracks separated 
on the Cd  and titles listed) Contact Ian on 0317013087 or 0837865173 email zs5ih@cqdx.co.za 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ADVERT   

                               SOLAR Power for your Shack  
 
                 Be prepared for extended power outages. Convert your shack to use 12 volt Solar Energy. 

I have acquired affordable 10 watt Solar Panels. Each panel is capable of sending ± 720mA at 13.8Vdc into your 
lead-acid battery. You can add more panels in parallel to increase your charge rate.                         

 
                                      Solar Panels, 10w                       @ R298.00 each, 
                                      120W switch-mode inverters    @ R290.00 each, 
                                      12v energy saving lamps           @ R49.00 each, 
 
                     Contact: - Shaun Rudling (ZR5S) on 082-676 1488 or shaun@pmbnet.co.za  
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 
 
 
MEETINGS 
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Pinetown Girl Guides Hall, Lytton Crescent-(off Bamboo Lane), on the 3rd Tuesday of the month, (with 
Swap Shop on last Saturday of month for April & May 2008) starting at 19h00 for 19h30 Refreshments are available at a nominal price. Talk-in 
facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz) 
 
The Committee holds its meetings on the  second  Monday  of every month at the Girl Guides Hall in Pinetown starting at 19h30. 
 
BULLETINS 
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeater 145.625 Mhz . A tape recording of the bulletin is 
re-broadcast at 18h00 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 
 
The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Durban repeater at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 
 
The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h00 .  
 
AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h45 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. in winter and 3.xxx I summer and continues until 07h40 
Our Net Controller is Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK). 
 
Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.625Mhz in the evenings. They are:-  
 
Mondays 19.30 Amateur Radio Newsline broadcast by Brad ZS5Z 
Tuesdays 20.00 Ladies Net  with Pam (ZS5PAM)-Last Tuesday of Month 
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)-Last Wednesday of Month –Weekly informal net 
Thursdays 19.30 Technical  net, presented by Alvin ZS5AES, hosted by Tubby ZS5TUB 
Fridays 19.30 Lawry’s Net, hosted by Tubby ZS5TUB  
Saturdays 19.30 Tubby’s Historic Net 
Sundays 19.15+/- Tubby’s Recent History Net 
 
The SARL Presidents net  can be heard on the evening on Sundays whenever the Intecnet is scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. 
Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
 
PACKET RADIO 
The user frequency is 144.625 MHz. The connect command is:- C ZS0WTE and the BBS address is ZS0WTE.PTN.KZN.ZAF.AF    The sysop is 
Tony (ZS5ACB), His telephone number at home is  (031)  708-2626 
 
TECHNICAL EVENING 
This evening has ceased until the club gets a replacement for Eric ZS5EWM, who has moved to the Fairest Cape. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and  distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies posted to them.  It is also 
available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR)  Telephone (031) 708-3078,   Email address is hotline@harc.org.za, physical 
address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 
 
INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES. 
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5Z). 
HARC Fax Number: 0866 225 680 
 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB. 
harc@harc.org.za 
SWOP SHOP. 
The last Saturday of every month starting at 13h00 for 13h30  at the Clubhouse, Pinetown.   Refreshments and snacks are available at nominal prices. 
 

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


